CREATING AN UNFORGETTABLE
ATMOSPHERE WITH ITS CLEAN
ROOF LINES & STUNNING DESIGN.
Baytex Hampton
This has the elegance of a traditional pole marquee
teamed with the optimum performance of a fully
engineered tensile membrane. The alloy is coated
in ‘Timbertec’ to give a realistic wooden finish.

Elegance & Superior Performance
This has the elegance of a traditional pole marquee teamed with the optimum performance of a fully engineered tensile membrane. The Hampton will
create an unforgettable atmosphere with its clean roof lines and stunning design.
Simple Set Up
Quick and easy installation.
Supplied with ratchet strap guy tensioners for installation ease and
tensioning effectiveness.

Fabric
The Hampton is only sold in Ferrari F402 Champagne. All Baytex
Marquees have a high tech lacquer surface coating for a smooth,
glossy, dirt resistant finish. Fire retardant fabric specially treated to
prevent moisture wicking. High frequency welded for optimum
strength, fabricated in NZ.

Easy to Clean
The PVC surface can be readily cleaned with a non-bleach mild
detergent or Baytex ‘Sliktop’.

Hardware
Alloy centre and side poles coated in ‘Timbertec’ to give a realistic
timber finish, base fittings and base rails. Supplied with ratchet strap
guy tensioners for tensioning effectiveness. Premium NZ sourced.

Manufacturing
CAD designed and computer cut for dimensional accuracy.
Manufactured onsite at Baytex as for the last 40 years.

Specifications
The Baytex Hampton can be used as a one pole (9.7m x 9.7m), two pole (9.7m x 15.7m – 6m mid-section) or a three pole (9.7m x 21.2m – 12m
mid-section) - just add and remove sections as the event requires. Add extra length to the tent by adding poles and mid sections accordingly.
They are fully engineered and manufactured for optimum performance in challenging weather conditions.
All Hamptons are supplied with all hardware, PVC roof, plain PVC walling, pegs, peg bags & storm guys.
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Marquee Options
All Hamptons come with 3m Walls and a selection of plain or clear.

Plain Walls

Clear Walls

Accessories
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